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Kumiko's Customized Gear

All of Kumiko's specialized gear is listed here, as distinct from all of her normal inventory.

Godfrey & Morrison Wizard's "Circe" Outfit

Godfrey & Morrison Wizard's "Circe" Outfit Value: 1150 KS

Godfrey & Morrison Wizard's "Circe" Outfit

Godfrey & Morrison Captain's "Hero" Outfit Value: 650 KS

Kumiko's shooting gloves

Type: Ballistic Mesh gloves
Role: Protection and aesthetics
Mass: 1.5lbs

Description: Soft grey range gloves, made of tightly woven (yet breathable) Ballistic mesh, meant to
help protect the hands of the wearer from the abuse of extended fire with guns. With light meshing
between the fingers (not between the index and thumb) to improve the temperature transfer on the
hands, the wrist of the gloves is also made of a loosely tensioned elastic to prevent the gloves from
shifting while in use. The back of the hand on each glove has an intricate embroidered crest upon it,
showing a hawk holding a pair of olive branches.

Value: 290 KS

Kumiko's Helmet

Type: Composite Hazard Helmet
Role: Combat and Hazard protection
Mass: 8lbs

Description: Kumiko's helmet, designed on her own money for her own preferences, is a mottled dark
gray, of a pattern that lends itself well to concealment. The outer shell of the helmet is made of a super-
dense composite material with a beam dispersive coating, with the inside being a combination of
SynAraS and other exotic fibers for comfort. Designed purposefully to wick sweat away from her face and
head, and to maintain a cool, even temperature, the system is designed to power all of its own internal
components purely out of its own power sources, with self-repairing nanites to maintain the systems.
With an internal comms system, a wireless hacking probe, a rangefinder, sonic filter, light filter/UV
filtration system, thermoptic camo, and an external sensor network, its power needs are high, using a
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doubled battery system that lasts about 8 hours per pair of batteries. Though an expensive piece of
equipment, it's wide range of usage makes it worthwhile for her.

Value: 2320 KS

Kumiko's Bodyarmor

Type: Heavy Hazard suit
Role: Heavy combat protection, hazardous conditions
Mass: 28.8lbs

Description: Kumiko commissioned a full set of body armor for herself, designed to tie into her helmet
through a balaclave style cover, with an airtight seal. Made of the lightweight composite Duramite on the
outside, the internals are heavily lined with SynAraS and other lightweight materials, designed to wick
moisture away from the body, with a middle layer of anti-kinetic padding, just in case. Both grounded and
insulated, and including a beam dispersive coating, the outer shell of the armor can stand a huge amount
of punishment before its integrity is compromised. its systems include a trio of microboosters at the
small of the back, a machine interface, mechanical servos, fine-tuned for Kumiko personally, a high-end
set of sensor bafflers, thermoptic camo, and a pair of quick release holsters on either hip. It's suitable for
nearly any situation she could need it in, and is sturdy enough to survive those situations, with some
system repair nanites making what repairs they can, even in the field.

Price: 4790KS

Reference Image, all rights belong to http://www.telyuka.com/.
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